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1 - and so it begins

OC character
Kenji Kon
Age:14
Relationships: older brother Rei Kon
one day at school

Tyson: zZzZzZz*drool*
Kenji: um Tyson?? wake up!!*smacks Tyson with binder* we have to go to the last period!!! wake up!!!
Tyson: zZzZz hmmmm *looks up* hi, I was having a good dream it was about..
Hilary: food and training right??
Tyson: yea! howd you know??
Kenji: you sorta talk in your sleep.
Tyson: hehehe
Hilary: come on! we�ll be late!!
Tyson: *drags himself out of his desk*
later the schools bell rang

Tyson: now its time to go home and eat then go to sleep!!!
Hilary: o no!! not this time!! we are going to study!! you didn�t study for the past 4 weeks!!! your not going
to pass on to the next grade if you keep that up!!
Tyson: yea yea yea I know!! (thinks- yea I know how annoying youll get!)
Kenji: Tyson you know that if you don�t go to the next grade, kai will make sure you wont forget it!!
Tyson: stop nagging me ok!! im starting to go deaf
they all get home and start to study

Hilary: ok Tyson what is 4X4???
Tyson: hmmmmm..*drowsy* 16
Hilary: ok next one
Tyson: zZzZzZzZzZzZ*snore*
Hilary: oh Tyson!!!!!
Kai: its time to train& youv been at this for hours!!
Tyson: *wakes up by hearing the word �train�* yes!!!!
Hilary: -_-� ok
Ray: hilary, its ok for him to pass this time, im sure he will go onto the next grade, since hes made it this
far.
Max: when were done can I have some pocky??
Ray: *throws max a whole bag of pocky and sugar*
Max: yay!!
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